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We show that the space &r,JG, M) of PL-actions of a finite group G on a closed 3-manifold 
M with compact-open topology is strongly locally connected. The same proof can be used to 
show the strong local connectivity of the space d,,,, (G, M) of Cm-actions with Co-topology. 
AMS(MOS) Subj. Class.: 57NlO 
( 3-manifold finite group action ( 
1. Introduction 
In this paper we show that the space d&G, M) of PL-actions of a finite group 
G on a closed 3-manifold M is strongly locally connected. “Strong local con- 
nectivity” (see [4]) at a point 4 E dpL( G, M) means that for every neighbourhood 
V of id, in the space Xp,(M) of PL-homeomorphisms of M with compact-open 
topology there exists a neighbourhood U of 4 in &,,(G, M) (also with compact- 
open topology) such that for every $ E U there exists a PL-isotopy h, E V such that 
ho= id,,, and h, conjugates Cc, to 4. 
Of course, this theorem (formulated as Theorem 4.1 below) implies the local 
arc-wise connectivity of dpL(G, M) and the fact that close PL-G-actions are 
equivalent. 
A special case of Theorem 4.1 was proved in [8], and it is used in the proof of 
the general version. We also use the fact that any PL-action of a finite group on the 
3-ball is equivalent to an orthogonal action. This can be proved using Thurston’s 
announcement [15]. Because the proofs of the results of [ 151 have not yet been 
published, we assume this fact as an axiom (see Section 3). Other tools are Edwards- 
Kirby deformation theorem and the equivariant Dehn Lemma. 
The analogue of Theorem 4.1 for surfaces is easier, but it breaks down for 
4-manifolds (see [8]). However, it is shown in [4] that for high-dimensional mani- 
folds under certain conditions d&G, M) may be strongly locally connected at 4 
if 4 is fixed-point-free. Theorem 4.1 does not hold for 3-manifolds if we replace 
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PL-actions by TOP-actions (see (3.6) of [3]); on the other hand, our proof can be 
easily modified to show that the space &bIFF (G, M) of Cm-actions with Co-topology 
is strongly locally connected. We have only to use [13] instead of the standard 
PL-approximation of [l], and to take care of the smoothness of the objects con- 
sidered. The similar theorems for C”?-actions with Ck-topology, k > 1 were proved 
in [14] for the manifolds of any dimension. 
2. Notation and terminology 
Let M be a 3-manifold and G a finite group. We denote by PL the category of 
PL-maps and spaces. Let L be any subset of M. We denote by YCp,(M, L) the space 
of all PL-homeomorphisms M onto itself which are identity on L; we put Z’,,(M) = 
%,,( M, 0). We consider some metric p on M compatible with its topology, and the 
metric p on 5Yp,(M) defined by p(J; g) = SUP,,~ p(f(x), g(x)), compatible with the 
compact-open topology on Z,,(M). 
The space dpL( G, M) of PL-actions of G on M is the set of group homomorphisms 
r$ : G + XpL( M), gH 4’, with compact-open topology. For any h E SYp,( M) and 
4 E dpL( G, M) we put (h * 4)” = h 0 4” 0 h-l. This defines a new G-action h * 4. 
For any action $J we denote by Fix(4) the fixed-point set of 4. 
Let 4 E tipL( G, M), and let 7 be a triangulation of M. We say that 7 is &invariant 
if 4” is simplicial with respect to 7 for every g E G. We will use the following 
well-known fact: 
Lemma 2.1. For every PL 3-manifold M, everyJinite group G and any C$ E dBpL( G, M), 
there exists a @invariant triangulation r of M compatible with the PL-structure of M. 
Given a +-invariant triangulation 7 on M, we will always fix some affine structure 
on its simplices, so that M becomes a simplicial complex and 4 a simplicial action. 
In particular, for any k the kth baricentric subdivision of T is the uniquely- 
determined, &invariant triangulation of M, and its simplices are small if k is large 
(we take baricentres with equal weights). 
Let T be any triangulation of M and X be any subset of M. We will denote by 
N,(X) the sum of all closed simplices of 7 which intersect X. Of course N,(X) is 
+-invariant if X and T are +-invariant. For any &invariant K c M we denote by 
dpL( G, K, 4) the subsetof dTBpL(G, M) defined by $ E s&(G, K, (b) iff (Cr’lM\K = 
+“IM/K for any g E G. 
3. Axiom concerning actions on balls 
In our proof we need the following fact, which we assume as an axiom. 
Axiom 3.1. Let X,, X,, . . . , X, be a collection of k-balls, k = 2 or 3, such that for 
i # j, Xi and Xj have disjoint interiors. 
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Let #I and 4 be two PL actions of afinite group G on Ui<, Xi such that UiSn aXi 
is c$- and z+!z-invariant, and $J = Cc, there. 
Then there exists h E ZYz.JJiSn Xi, Ui<n aXi) such that h * $CI= 4. 
It is easy to see that the proof of Axiom 3.1 can be reduced to the case n = 1. 
Then Axiom 3.1 just states that any finite group action on the k-ball is orthogonal. 
For k=2 this is a well-known theorem. For k=3 and G= 2, this is Smith’s 
conjecture, but for certain groups (for example AS) the proof of Axiom 3.1 needs 
the theorem of Thurston announced in [15]. Because the result of [15] has not yet 
been published, we take it as an axiom. Below we give the proof of Axiom 3.1 using 
[15]. Let us note that even if we do not assume the result of [15], our Theorem 4.1 
remains valid for all actions 4 E tiPL( G, M) such that for any point x of M the 
isotropy group of x satisfies Axiom 3.1. This easily follows by inspection of the 
proof. 
Proof of Axiom 3.1. We give the proof only in the case n = 1, to which Axiom 3.1 
can be easily reduced. For k=2 this is well known, so let k= 3. Embed X1 in the 
3-sphere S so that B = Cls(S\X,) is a cone with vertex b E B over aXi. We extend 
4 and I/J conically to B. The actions 6 and 4 that we obtain in this way are 
orthogonal. Indeed we have two possibilities: either +/8X, = $18X, is free, then 
G = 2, and both 6 and 6 are involutions with two fixed points, so are equivalent 
to orthogonal actions by [7,9], or &g]8X, has a fixed point for some g # 1, g E G; 
then &g(aX1 has the fixed-point set of dimension 21, hence by [15] (Theorem B) 
4 and 4 are equivalent to orthogonal actions. In either case, we have homeomorph- 
isms h, and h, such that h, * 4 = 4 and h, * i = (cl, where 4 and (cr are orthogonal 
actions. Moreover, we can assume that aXi is an equator in S, and &Xi = &(aX, 
is orthogonal. Then, given h, and h, we can replace them by homeomorphisms 
having the additional property h,(B = _h+IB = idB (this can be easily achieved by 
considering the quotients S/J and S/$). The homeomorphisms h,h;‘/X, conju- 
gates 4 and $. 0 
4. Main theorem and reductions to the special case 
The aim of this paper is to prove the following: 
Theorem 4.1. Let M be a closed 3-manzfold, G aJinite group, and let C$ E ,la,,(G, M). 
Then for every neighbourhood V of id ,,, in .&rz(M) there exists a neighbourhood U 
of C$ in dpL( G, M) such that for every I/J E U there exists a PL-homeomorphism h E V 
such that h * + = 4 and a PL-isotopy h, E V such that ho = idM and h, = h. 
The proof of Theorem 4.1 will be given in the following sections. Now we only 
note that the following reductions of Theorem 4.1 can be done: 
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4.2. If we find a sufficiently small homeomorphisms h E V required in Theorem 4.1, 
then the existence of h, will follow automatically. 
Indeed given V, we can find a smaller neighbourhood V’ of id in V such that every 
h E V’ can be joined with id, by a PL-isotopy in V (this results from [6] and [ 11). 
4.3. Theorem 4.1 is true in general if it is true for connected 3-manifolds. 
4.4. Theorem 4.1 is true for arbitrary actions if it is true for effective actions. 
The reductions 4.3 and 4.4 are easy, and so we omit them. 
5. Equivalence of actions near l-complexes 
We assume that M is a closed, connected 3-manifold and 4 E tipL(G, M) is 
effective. 
Lemma 5.1. Let K’ be a &invariant l-dimensional subcomplex of some &invariant 
triangulation T, of M, and let F > 0. Then there exists the k,th barycentric subdivision 
r2 of r, for some integer k, , and ajnite family of disks {D_v}yt y satisfying conditions: 
(a) Each D,, y E Y is a PL-2-disk properly embedded in N,,(K’) (i.e. “Dy = D, n 
a(NJK’))). 
(b) UW D, is $-invariant and D, n D,, = 0 for y # y’. 
(c) For every y E Y the boundary aD,, is transversal to the exceptional set of #J. 
(d) lJ,E Y Dy decomposes NT2( K ‘) into a jinite family of components, and the closure 
of each of them is a 3 -ball of diameter < E. 
The proof of Lemma 5.1 is easy and we omit it. 
Lemma 5.2. Let K 1 be a &invariant 1 -dimensional subcomplex of some @invariant 
triangulation 7, of M, and let v be a neighbourhood of id, in S’,,(M). Then there 
exists a neighbourhood u of 4 in zZ,,( G, M) and an integer k, such that for every 
I,!J E an d,,(G, N,,(K’), c$), where 72 is the k,th barycentric subdivision of T, there 
exists an h E v such that h * + = 4. 
Proof. Suppose that for some sufficiently small E we have found the number k,, 
the triangulation T* and the family { Dy}yc y g uaranteed by Lemma 5.1. We can find 
two families {A,,}yeY and {AL},,, such that every A, is an open connected neigh- 
bourhood of D, in N,,(K’) and every A: is a 3-ball such that clM(A,)c 
intN72(K$A:) = N,,(K’). Th‘ 1s can be done in such a way that AL n A:. = 0 for y f y’ 
and the sums lJyE Y A, and UYs Y A: are &invariant. 
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Let us put G, = {g E G: +g(D,,) = Dy} for y E Y. For any 4 E oPM( G, N,(F), 4) 
we define a family {B$,, y by B,” = lJgtc, qP(A,). Each B,” is a connected 3- 
manifold with boundary dB$ = dA,, each Bz contains D, and U,,Ey B,” is +!I- 
invariant. Moreover, if each A, is sufficiently small, and $ E l? where fl is a 
sufficiently small neighbourhood of 4. then B,” = A: for every y E Y. 
Now we can use the equivariant Dehn Lemma in the form given in [5] for the 
3-manifold lJyt y B$, the action ~,!~]l_l,~~ B,” and the curves {dD,,},,,. We find a 
new family {D$},, Y of disks satisfying conditions (a)-(d) of Lemma 5.1 with 4 
replaced by $, D, replaced by 0,” and E replaced by 3.5. Moreover, we have 
D?= IntN72(KlJA:). 
For y E Y the pairs (A:, 0,) and (AI, 0,“) are homeomorphic to the standard 
pair ([-1, 113, r-1, l]*x{O}). This implies that there exists a homeomorphism h, E 
XP,(M, M\U,E Y Int,,,,(Ab)) such that h,(D$ = D,, for y E Y. Moreover, using 
Axiom 3.1 for k =2 and the Alexander trick we can modify h, so that 4 and 
r/~r = h, * + are equal on UytY D, (note that + and 4 are equal on lJ,_ y do,,). 
From Lemma 6.1(a) and the definition of A: it follows that p( h, , id,) < 2.5 By (d) 
the disks D, decompose N_(K’) into a finite number of 3-balls with disjoint interiors 
which we can denote by X,, X2,. . . , X,, and (lr, equals C$ on l_liGn aXi. 
SO we can apply Axiom 3.1 to find a homeomorphism h2 E %pL(Uisn Xi, Ui<n aXi) 
such that h2 * (CIlIUiGn Xi = 4JlJiSn Xi. This implies that h * $I = 4 where h = h;h, 
and h; is the extension of h2 to M by idM,x,,...,x,. Since diam(Xi) < E for is n, we 
have p(h;,id,)<E and p(h,id,,,)<3&. 
This implies that h E v is E was chosen sufficiently small. 0 
6. The proof of Theorem 4.1 for the case when M is orientable and 4 is orientation- 
preserving 
Lemma 6.1. Let M be a 3-manifold, 4 E dPL( G, M), r2 be a &invariant triangulation 
of M and K be the exceptional set of 4. 
Let fl and v be neighbourhoods of 4 in tiBpL(G, M) and of idM in XPL(M), 
respectively. Then there exists a neighbourhood U of C$ in X,,(M) such that for any 
Cc, E U there is h, E v such that 
The proof of Lemma 6.1 easily follows from Theorem 2.3 of [4] and from the 
approximation theorem of Moise and Bing [l]. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1 (for M-orientable and #+orientation-preserving). Let us chose 
a neighbourhood v of idM in ZVr,( M) so that for any fi , f2 E v we have f, , f2 E V. 
By 4.3 and 4.4 we can assume that M is connected and 4 is effective. Let T, by any 
&invariant triangulation of M given by Lemma 2.1, such that the exceptional set 
K’ of 4 is a +-invariant subcomplex of 7,. K’ has dimension G 1, because M is 
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orientable and 4 is orientation-preserving and effective. Now, we apply Lemma 5.2 
io the neighbourhood v of idM, triangulation 7r and its subcomplex K’. 
We get a subdivision r2 of T, and a neighbhourhood fl of I$ in dPL( G, M). Then 
we apply Lemma 6.1 to the neighbourhoods 0 and v, and to the triangulation r2, 
and we obtain a neighbourhood U required in Theorem 4.1. 
Actually, suppose that $ E U. By the choice of U we can find h, E v such that 
$I= h, * CCI E un d&G, &(K’), 4) and by the choice of il we can find h2E v 
such that h, * $ = c$. Finally, by the choice of v, h = h, h2 E V is the homeomorphism 
required in Theorem 4.1. By 4.2 this completes the proof. Cl 
7. The proof of Theorem 4.1 for M orientable 
Now, we will prove Theorem 4.1 assuming that M is orientable, and that we have 
an action 4 of G on M which may reverse orientation (by 4.3 and 4.4 we can 
assume, that M is connected and 4 is effective). 
Our proof will be based on the following diagram of manifolds with actions and 
equivariant maps: 
h’e 0 tTE 0 






- (M/[&l, (h:, * +*I) - (M/[41,4*) 
(*) 
The actions and maps of diagram (*) will be explained in the proof below; each of 
them belongs to some appropriately chosen neighbourhood. 
7.1. Description of G+ and (cr*, and [$I 
Let + be any action of G on M. By T+: M + M/e we will denote the quotient 
map. Let G+ be a subgroup of G defined by: G, = {g E G: (CI, is orientation- 
preserving}, G+ is either equal to G or it is an index 2 subgroup of G if some +’ 
reverses orientation of M. By Section 6 we can assume that G+ Z G. We will denote 
by [+I the restriction of the action 9 to the subgroup G,,,. 
Lemma 7.1. IV/[+] is an orientable 3-manifold 
Proof. Let r be a $-invariant triangulation of M, and let x be any point of M. Let 
G, be the isotropy subgroup of x. Then G, = G, n G+ acts on the star St,(x) of x. 
St,(x) is a 3-ball and by the classification of finite group actions on spheres C$ acts 
orthogonally on Bd(St,(x)). 
Because G+ consists of orientation-preserving actions, the classification of actions 
on S’implies that Bd(St,(x))/$I&. = S2. Because 4 is conical on St,(x), St,(x)/+]& 
is a 3-ball. This implies that M/[+] is a 3-manifold; it is orientable, because the 
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exceptional set F of [I/J] has dimension ~1, and Ml[+l\q,~(F) = TC,J(M\F) is 
orientable. 
To each G action + on A4 we assign a Z,-action $* on M/[ljr] by the following 
Lemma: 
Lemma 7.2. For any action + E a,,( G, M) there exists an orientation-reversing action 
$* of Z, on M/[I,/I] such that T~+,I,P(x) = (t,!~*)~*‘rr~~,(x) for every x E M and g E G, 
where g* E Z, and the correspondence gc, g* is given by g* = 1 iflg & G+. 
Remark. M/$ and (M/[ $I)/$* need not be manifolds. 
Proof. We define 4* as follows: let XE M/[$] and let y be any point such that 
rr[+](y) =x; then (rrr+l)-‘(~) = {+P(y): g E G,}. Let p be any element G\G+, and let 
z= 7rr+,({$P(y): gE G+}). Then y is a point of M/[$] which does not depend on 
p. Now, we put ((cl*)‘(x) = z. 
It is easy to see that $* satisfies all the requirements of Lemma 7.2. In particular, 
$* is orientation-reversing, because for p used in our definition of $* the homeo- 
morphism rlrp is orientation reversing. 
7.2. Description of v 
Let v be a neighbourhood of id, in V such that for any h,, h2, h3E v we have 
h,h,h,E V 
7.3. Description of K ‘, i?, L, LO, L, 
Let K’ be the exceptional set of [4] (4 is an action given by the assumption of 
Theorem 4.1), which by the definition of G+ is at most l-dimensional. Let r1 by 
any &invariant triangulation of M. By Lemma 5.2 we can find a +-invariant 
subdivision r2 of T, and a neighbourhood iJ of 4 in apL(G, M) such that for any 
I,!I E 0 n dPL( G, iV_( K ‘), +), there exists 6 E v such that 6 * 4 = 4. Let us denote 
L = Ni,( K’), and let L,, L,, be regular neighbourhoods of K’ in M such that 
LOCIntL,cL,cIntL. 
7.4. Description of V* and U* 
Let V* be a sufficiently small neighbourhood of idM,t+, in X’,,(M/[+]) (we will 
give the conditions determining V* in Section 7.6). 
+* is an orientation-reserving Z,-action on M/[+], so by Theorem 1.2 of [8] 
(which is also a special case of our Theorem 4.1) we get a neighbourhood U* of 
C#J* in a,,(Z, , M/[ 41) such that for every $ E U* there exists h* E V* such that 
h**$=+*. 
7.5. Description of p and q 
Let ? and p be sufficiently small neighbourhoods of id, in v (the conditions 
determining q and e are given in section 7.8. 
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Now, we will need the following Lemma: 
Lemma 7.3. Suppose that V” is a suficiently small neighbourhood of idMIM/[+, in 
%‘r,( M/[ 41). Then, for every h* E V* there exists a PL-homeomorphism h,,: M\L, + 
M such that: 
(4 n[+$O = h*q+,lM\L, 
and that there exists an extension h” E 9 of h,, such that 
(b) KILO = id, 
and that 
(c) rr,,,(h)-‘]M\L=(h*)-%q+,[M\L. 
Proof. The existence of &, satisfying (a) easily results from the fact that 
rq,llM\L: M\L + q,,(M\L) is a covering map if V* is sufficiently small. If h* is 
close to idMM/t+,,, then GO is close to id,,,, . So, using the Edwards-Kirby Deformation 
Theorem of [6] and [ 11, we get an extension h” of &, to M such that h”lL, = id,. 
We can assume that h”~ e if V* was chosen small enough. 
Finally, if V” is sufficiently small then (a) implies (c). 0 
7.6. Condition on V* and the assignment h ++ h 
Now, we assume, that V* was chosen so small, that given e the thesis of 
Lemma 7.3 holds. 
Then, to every h* E V* we can assign one particular homeomorphism RE Q 
satisfying (a), (b) and (c) of Lemma 7.3. 
We will need the following easy lemma (we omit the proof). 
Lemma 7.4. Let U be a suficiently small neighbourhood of 4 in dQp,_(G, M). Then, 
for every 1,4 E U we have G+ = G6. 
7.7. Description of U,, U, and the assignment ($, h’)H h$ 
Let U,, be a neighbourhood of [c$] in a,,( G,, M), such that for any 4 E U, there 
exists h’ E v such that h’ * $ = [+I. The existence of such a U,, follows from the 
version of Theorem 4.1 proved in Section 6. 
Then let U be a neighbourhood of #I in &,(G, M) which is sufficiently small. 
In particular we assume that for every $ E U we have G+ = G+ (we use here Lemma 
7.4), and that U n &r,( G,, M) c U,, (additional condition on U will be formulated 
in section 7.8). 
Let Ic, E U and let h’E c be a homeomorphism such that h’ * [$I = [+I. Then to 
the pair (I/J, h’) we can assign a homeomorphism h$: M/[$]+ M/[&l such that 
nRr+lh’= h$q,, (and so ~~91(h’)-’ = (h&)-l q+,). We will prove two Lemmas. The 
first of them is easy, so we omit the proof. 
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Lemma 7.5. Suppose that U and care suficiently small neighbourhoods of 4 and id,,, 
in tipppL( G, M) and Xr,( M), respectively. Then for every $ E U and h’ E ? such that 
h’*[$]=[+] wehavehL*+*EU*_ 
Lemma 7.6. Suppose that U, F and e are suficiently small. Let $ E U, h’E G and 
h* E V* be such that 
(4 h’ * [+I = [41 
and 
(b) h” * (h;, * $*) = +*, 
where hi is a homeomorphism assigned to h’ and $ by section 7.7. Then we have 
(hh’) * $ E U n dPL( G, L, $), where h is a homeomorphism assigned to h* by section 
7.6. 
Proof. It is obvious that for U, ? and ? small enough we have (hh’) * I+!I E l? We 
have only to show that (h”h’) * (I, E JYZ& G, L, 4). We will prove that for any g E G 
and x E M\L we have hjt’$rg(h’))‘h-‘(x) = &J”(X), if only U, ? and V are chosen 
sufficiently small. 
By (b) for any a E 2, we have: 
h*h~(~*)“(h~)~‘(h*)‘)(~~~,(x)) = (4*)“(q+.,(x)). 
We have x E M\L, so using (c) of Lemma 7.3 and section 7.6 we get 
h*h;(+*)“(h;‘)rq+, l-‘(x) = (~*)“(~[C$,(x)). 
Using assumption (a) of our Lemma, and the definition of hl, given in section 7.7, 
we get 
h * h$(~*)“~r~,(h’)-‘~-l(x) = (4*)“(q,,(x)). 
Now let g E G be such that g” = a; by Lemma 7.2 we have 
h*h$rrr&“(h’)-‘h?(x) = (4*)“(~[+,(x)). 
By assumption (a) of our Lemma, and by section 7.7 we have 
h*rr,~,h’~“(h’)-‘~-l(x) = (+*)“(T~+,(x)). 
Now, suppose that we have chosen U, q and c so small that h’$g(h’)-‘kl(x)E 
M\L, (note that c$~(x) E M\L and Cl(M\L) c M\L,), so that by (a) of Lemma 
7.3 we get 
~cml~h~~“(h’)-‘h-l(x) = (~*)“(T[,,(x)). 
Finally, by Lemma 7.2 we have 
~,,,h’h’rLg(h’)-‘h-‘(x) = q,+,qf~~(x). 
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This means that 
for some p(x, g) E G+,. 
p(x, g) is uniquely defined for every pair (x, g) E (M\L) x G (this is follows from 
the fact that the exceptional set of 4 is contained in L). Moreover, p(x, g) does not 
depend on x E M\L due to the continuity of Lh’+“(h’)-‘l-‘(x) and of 4” and the 
connectedness of M\ L. 
Finally, if U, q and q are chosen small enough, then the homeomorphisms 
&f$g(h’)-‘i-l and C#J~ must be very close, so by finiteness of G, and by the fact 
that the exceptional set of C$ is contained in L, we must have p(x, g) = 1 on M\L. 
7.8. Conditions on q c and U 
Let us assume that the neighbourhood 7 and ? of id,,, in c defined in section 
7.5, and a neighbourhood U of C#J in J&( G, M) defined in section 7.7, are so small 
that the theses of Lemmas 7.5 and Lemma 7.6 are satisfied. 
Now, we can complete the proof of Theorem for M orientable. 
We will prove that the neighbourhood U that which we have determined in 
sections 7.7 and 7.8, is the one we need. Let rj E U (see (*)). By section 7.7 we can 
find an h’E c such that h’ * [ +] = [4] and the corresponding map h$ : M/[+] + 
MlL41. 
By Lemma 7.5 h& * +,*E U* where U* is a neighbourhood of I$* in 
dPL(Zz, M/[4]) defined in section 7.4. Now, by section 7.4 there exists a homeo- 
morphism h*: M/[+]+ M/[+], such that h*E V*, and h* * (h$, * I/J*) = 4* (here 
V* is a neighbourhood defined in sections 7.4 and 7.6). Then by section 7.6 we can 
assign to h* a homeomorphism 6~ p satisfying thesis of Lemma 7.3. We have 
h’*[t+b]=[c,b] and h**(h$,*$*)=+*, so by Lemma 7.6 we have (6hf) * J, E f? n 
dczL(G, L, 4). Then, by section 7.3 there exists a homeomorphism EE V, such that 
K* ((ihr) * $) = (l%hh’) * I/J = 4. By section 7.2 we have iLhh’E V, because EE V, 
~~QcVandh’~~cV,soh=~~h~~Visahomeomorphismsuchthath*ICr=~, 
as required in Theorem 4.1. By 4.2 this completes the proof for M orientable. 
8. The proof of Theorem 4.1 in general case 
We have only to prove Theorem 4.1 for M non-orientable, assuming that we 
know it for M orientable. 
So let M be a non-orientable, closed 3-manifold, and let A?f be the orientable 
double covering of M. Given C$ E dPL( G, M) mentioned in Theorem 4.1 and any 
$ E d,,( G, M) sufficiently close to 4, there are close actions 4, 6 E dPL(G, M), 
covering C$ and $ respectively. Here G is some group of order twice that of G (see 
[lo, p. 661. If Ic, is close to 4, then 4 must be close to 4. 
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Using the version of Theorem 4.1 proved in Section 7, we know that there is a 
G-equivalence h’ between 4 and 6, close to id A. Dividing it by the deck transforma- 
tion we get a G-equivalence h E X&M) close to idM between r,!~ and 4. 
This by 4.2 completes the proof. 
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